In order to machine the complex free surface, in this paper, NC interpolation of any complex surface is realized used the recursive reconstruction algorithm. The interpolating errors of this algorithm are controllable, and its applicability is relatively wide. Then, these NC codes of the complex human's free surface are obtained with data exchange of the manufacturing module in the software UG, and machining simulation is obtained used NC codes. Finally, these NC codes are entered into the NC micro-machine tool, which is controlled by the PMAC and developed by ourselves, and the experimental research of the human's free surface has been finished on this machine tool. The experimental results show that the NC interpolation accuracy of this recursive reconstruction algorithm is very high, and the machining simulation and machining experiments of the complex human's surface are completely consistent. The study result shows that the complex surface molding is smooth and continuous, and the machined surface is satisfactory.
Introduction
As the science and technology development, the parts with regular surface, non-axisymmetrical surface, free surface and even more complex abnormity surface, are widely used in the field of advanced optical equipment such as weapon equipment, aerospace, automobile, shipbuilding, biomedicine and electronic information, and machining of these particular surfaces can't realize used traditional machining methods. So, in order to machine these surfaces, the NC machine tool, surface modeling, NC system, NC interpolation algorithm, calculation of cutter spacing point and multiple spindle NC programming must be further studied [12] .
At the present, the open NC system, which is controlled by multiple spindles NC cards based on the PC, has become the tidal current of the NC system development. The open NC system (including multiple spindle linked NC, surface molding, interpolating algorithm, automatic programming technology etc) is one of the study focuses in various countries [3] [4] [5] . To the NC system of ultra-precision machining, the key point is the research of NC interpolating algorithm. In this paper, this complex free surface is reconstructed based on a new recursive interpolation subdivision theory. After the NC interpolation has completed, the manufacturing module in UG is used to generate corresponding NC codes which is available based on PMAC, and make machining simulation to the surface which has been recursive divided. Finally, the machining of complex surface such as human's face is realized by the micro-machine tool developed by ourselves, machined results show that this recursive reconstruction NC interpolating algorithm and the machining simulation process are correct.
Recursive Reconstructing Technology of the Complex Surface
In the surface modeling technology based on recursive subdivision theory, it can be divided into two kinds according to the relation between the initial point and the surface model. They are recursive approximation subdivision technology and recursive interpolation subdivision technology. The so-called recursive interpolation subdivision technology is through the measuring points of the full-scale mock-up construct initial mesh of surface, and generates surface by recursive interpolation subdivision. The recursive NC interpolation subdivision technology of free surface is suitable for the tectonic lattice used triangular element or quadrilateral element. Triangular element has stronger adaptive capacity than quadrilateral element in satisfying any topological structure complex profile. Now NC interpolation subdivision algorithm of triangular element mesh is provided only.
Processing Method of the Inside Area Interpolation of Free Surface. The recursive interpolation subdivision algorithm based on triangular element mesh is Butterfly scheme first introduced by Dyn [5] etc. (see Fig. 1 ). It can calculate the interpolation point used eight adjacent nodes. In control lattice the interpolation point between the two nodes P 1,l and P 2,l can get by Eq.(1). (1) there P 3,l , ,P 8,l is adjacent nodes to P 1,l or P 2,l , S is interpolation parameter.
To the initial lattice formed by regular nodes (nodes with six adjacent nodes) entirely, when the parameters are suitable, limiting surface with continuous tangent can be obtained. But to the initial mesh containing abnormal nodes (irregular nodes), limiting surface with continuous tangent can not be obtained whether parameter S is any value. The scholar such as Nira Dyn [5] has improved Butterfly scheme and it calculates the interpolation nodes only by weighted linear combination of all the adjacent nodes around the irregular nodes. However, satisfactory result often cannot be obtained, because weight number is unsatisfied with the normalized condition. In order to guarantee that the topological initial lattice interpolation surface with irregular nodes have better continuity, unified algorithm is adopted and it determines the interpolation nodes between the two nodes by using the average value of weighted linear combination of all nodes around the two nodes [6] .
Supposing that P 1,l and P 2,l are two nodes adjacent to each other in the mesh layer l, and the adjacent nodes of the two nodes are P 1i,l ( )
. No matter which status the nodes interpolated is, it can be indicated as shown in Fig.2 . Interpolation nodes between P 1,l and P 2,l can be determined by Eq. (2) . 
In Eq. (3), v should be assigned a small and suitable value, and we usually define v=0. It can be proved that when v=0 and S=1/16, the formula above is the same as Eq.(1) which indicates eight algorithm. To the weight numbers of adjacent nodes around unusual nodesk ≠ 6, they can be obtained by empirical formula. It needs to be pointed out that the interpolation calculation between two unusual nodes will occur only during the interpolation subdivision of initial mesh for the first time. Because the nodes interpolated newly each time are all regular ones, while the number of unusual ones don't increase.
Processing Method of Complex Free Surface Boundary Area Interpolation. To open surface reconstruction problem, it is natural to meet the special status that new nodes interpolate between an internal one and a boundary one. Then we can add some dummy nodes outside and near the boundary changing the boundary nodes into dummy internal ones, and calculate the notes according to the relevant algorithm of internal ones. According to Fig.3 , the dummy nodes of the boundary nodes of k=3 and the ones of k ≥ 4 can be determined.
Gathering of Human's Surface Data Points
To NC interpolation algorithm of recursive interpolation reconstruction, the construction of the complex surface is very important. In order to construct initial mesh of human's face, and take advantage of the surface data reconstruction algorithm we used, we obtain the initial mesh nodes of human's face by Reverse Engineering (RE). In the Fig.4 , the Plastic human model face is scanned used the three-dimensional measuring machine and the points of human face is obtained.
Human's Face Initial Lattice Realizing. That from points gathering to initial mesh forming is the most key step in Reverse Engineering. Because the points of human's face obtained are random points, in this paper, we make sufficient use of Free Form Features CAD module in UG. Scale a series of Initial face restructuring process discrete points (seeds) gathered into the range of NC machining, and link these discrete points forming triangular mesh by special method. Then we save the initial mesh model generated as the format *.WRL. It gets ready to do initial mesh recursive reconstruction to recursive interpolation NC interpolating algorithm adopted. Fig.5 is free surface initial mesh two views, which is composed of triangular junctions, and the view has been treated. Data Reconstruction of Human's Face Mesh. In Restructuring surface algorithm, triangular mesh recursive interpolation reconstruction is finished to human face initial mesh of format *.WRL, which has been proportional scaled in UG. Fig.6 is human's face initial mesh, which has been reconstructed by reconstruction algorithm.Through numerous reconstruction of recursive interpolation reconstruction algorithm (about 8 to 10 times), NC interpolation accuracy is satisfied index requirement. At last, by using the manufacturing module in UG, corresponding data exchange has been done to data files having been NC interpolated. Then we get corresponding NC codes based on PMAC.
Machining Simulation of Human's Face. Simulation can visually and safely simulates, verify and analyze the cutting process without material wasting, cutting-tool wear and machine tool clean and so on. It also can shorten production cycle and reduce the cost. So after detailed analysis and reasonable set up to parameters, we make corresponding machining simulation by using the data codes generated. Fig.7 is process fragment of rough machining simulation of complex human's face. Fig.8 is process fragment of precision machining simulation of complex human's face. Fig.7 is dynamic process fragment simulation of material removal of rough machining, which adopts cavity-milling method. Cutter path often adopts the remotion of layered reciprocating type (Zig-Zag). Considering the form accuracy required of surface, parameters set-up and analysis, cutter material, workpiece material, machining efficiency and number of cutter spacing points, after numerous modification and simulation, we will cut 2.5mm from the material. The rough machining is divided into three extents. The first one is 1.2mm from top to bottom, and cutting depth is 0.08mm. The second one is 1.0mm, and cutting depht is 0.05mm.The third one is 0.3 mm, and cutting depth is 0.04mm.
Step distance is 30% of cutter diameter (D) that is 0.15mm. It is required that blank allowance is 0.1mm. Fig.8 is dynamic process fragment simulation of material removal of precision machining which adopt fixed axis profile milling method. It drives with regional milling method, and feed route adopts the follow edge. The follow edge arranges the feed route according to the form of blank; it adopts conventional milling and arc feed. Through the analysis of surface precision machining step-distance set-up, repeatedly simulate and compare and determine the step-distance is 8% of cutter diameter (D) that is 0.04mm. In addition, choose work-piece surface step-distance drive as drive mode.
Machining Experiment of Complex Surface Parts
The experimental equipment is the macro precision machine tool developed by the HIT Precision Engineering Research Institute (see Fig.9 ). The maximum rotational speed is 150000r/min. and the rotational accuracy of the spindle is 1µm. The feed engagement of cutter is 0.0045mm. The workpiece is placed and clamped on the three-coordinates working table, which is driven with fraction mode directly and its displacement accuracy is 1µm. In the rough machining, the flat-end butt mill should be chose and the diameter of the cutter-bit is φ0.5mm. In the precision machining, the sphere butt mill should be chose and the radius of the tool bit is R=0.25mm. The material of the work-piece is organic glass. Two human's face parts in different size have been machined successively (see Fig.10 ). The length and width of the bigger part is 12mm c 8mm.
Correspondingly, the other is 8mmc5mm, their surface roughness is less than 0.5µm. The surface machined quality is satisfied.
The material of workpiece is Perspex. We make two human face real samples of different size. As Fig.10 shows, lengthcwidth of the bigger one is 12mmc8mm, and lengthcwidth of the smaller one is 8mmc5mm. Having been measure after processed, surface accuracy of workpiece can meet the design requirement.
Conclusions
To the surface recursive interpolation reconstruction algorithm we used, new nodes are obtained from the linear combination of nodes in upper mesh. Then, we complete the molding of complex surface of any topological structure. So, irregular nodes of initial mesh have C 1 continuity, and the regular ones have C 2 continuity. The surface obtained by this algorithm is smooth, and the interpolation error is controllable, also the interpolation accuracy is very high.
To the selection of free surface initial mesh, measuring tool of three-dimensional surface in Reverse Engineering is used to get surface gathering points. In the manufacturing module of software UG or PRO/E, initial mesh is obtained, and generates ideal small-plan face of physical human's face used recursive interpolation algorithm. Then the feasibility, continuity and interpolation accuracy controllability of the algorithm is verified.
Adopting the manufacturing module of UG, machining simulation of human's face model is realized after interpolating and the NC machining of human's face is successfully finished by the NC system, which is developed ourselves and based on PMAC. The accuracy of machined human's face can satisfy the design requirement.
